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“] submit to you, | he sai »!
y world. And
of the
in the histor

he has a defectiSS
“What'ats
stake here

than the fate of the

he said

world,”

ete ae

countries.

of the agency is to
A basic technique

economic

rip apatt the social and

aspects of a country and create cultural
the exconflicts which further

ture, mining roads, bombing granaries
a

ee

SO

Stockwell,

who

was

awarded

certain

aspects of the constitu mo

the

minutes after the council had voted

overwhelmingly to keep the controver-

sial clause in the constitution with
specified articles that would be exempt
from it.
As it stands now any change in the

the

constitution would have to go before a
student vote.
“You just can’t change the constitu-

a U.S.-backed secret war. He was the

tion,”’ said Student Affairs Commissioner, Darin Price, ‘‘It’s your ground-

he coordinated from his office in the

work.”’
A.S. Vice President Al Elpusan was
stunned by the turn around.
“Their statements just show how

chief of the Angola Task Force which

National snouts Com.
best-selling book, ‘‘In
He wrote his
a year after leav,’’
Enemies
of
Search
ing the CIA. A court order bars him
from receiving any profit from the sale
of the book because he refused to let
the CIA censor the manuscript before
it was published.
At the end of the lecture, Stockwell
recieved a standing ovation.
Re

SO

limited and shallow their thinking is,’’

Elpusan said.
“This just shows their true colors.
They’re just a bunch of sheep and
(A.S. President Terri Carbaugh) is
their shepherd.’’

He then

SDSS
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SS

Club

Day
Tues. & Thur

Time

Wednesdays

3 p.m.

Tuesdays

5 p.m.
7 p.m.
noon

Fridays

- Fridays

A

LT

GET INVOLVED
noon

4 p.m.

5 p.m.
4-6 p.m.
call center

DSSS

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,
p.m.
p.m.

5 p.m.

6 p.m.
Every other Tues.
1l am.
Thursdays
7 p.m.
(Call 629-7884 for time & date of meetings)
SS

ee

Ph

he

ee

SSS

6
5
6
5
7
8

8 p.m.
6 p.m,

OS

only a

two-thirds majority: vote of
members present.
This latest revision came

CIA’s Medal of Merit and other commendations, said he is the only person
in public view to have been in charge of

Spring Semester

ee

Pe

EE

“Professionals have worked a long

tions include teachi

EEE

the possible

i

tweigh
benefits

who has been to
tockwell,
Nicaragua eight times, said of Middle
East terrorism, “‘it ain’t nothing compared to the actions of the Contras.”
Stockwell served three years in the
eee
ee
CIA in 1964.
He served as a case officer in Vietnam, as Chief of Station in Africa and
in the National Security Council.
He left the CIA in 1977 because he
was becoming increasingly disillusioned afid cynical about the agency’s
policies.
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According to Michael na
vice
pryeone for ee
academic Gee ‘ one of
actiiee concerns is the cost of implementing the new program. Sponsors
of the program say the advan
will
outweigh the cost. Funds for the new
dean and support staff will eed
two administrative positions that
not been refilled
since the reaegadies:
tion of Instructional Development and
Media Services.

wpe korea ba tr —
ng to

do the

very

best

can,’’

said

Ron

You

statewide dispersal

we

dean

of

Creative Arts and Hu

Robert Flum, music odwi
chairman; Demetri Mitsanas, art
department chairman; and Jolin

Heckel,

theater arts department chair-

man all support the change.
There is concern, however, that the
new come will decrease arts involvement with
liberal arts and general
education.

‘*It could move the arts in the direction of becoming
Heckel said.

a

conservatory,”

A committee was formed last year to
review the plan and make specific

agencies require a

25

‘match of funds, Farmer fold the oe.

ont
caplioaia.”

money
to fulfil
the

Ban on boat
goes before
Legislation introduced

ure
to both the

state Assembly and state Senate calls
for a ban on the use of the pesticide

tributyltin (TBT) on commercial and
recreational boats.

1225 B St. 822-5105

®
tion
educat
dangers of TBT

Japanese Restaurant

Mark Hise
MS DDS
Cosmetic bonding, Wisdom
Teeth, Ultrasonic Cleaning,
Nitrous gas-stereo sound,
Mercury-free fillings and
Emergency Care

tom

SUSHI

SAKE

SOBA

* Exciting homemade noodle dishes

* Sushi bar serving large variety of sushi

g

oe

* Quick take out service and traditional dining

HOURS
Tue-Thu 11:30-2:00 & 5:00-9:00
_FriSat_ 11:20-8:00 & 6:00-10:00

JAMBALAYA
ARCATA’S FAVORITE BAR AND
NIGHTCLUB SINCE 1973
ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE
WED. MAR. 4
THUR. MAR. &
FRI.
& SAT.
MAR.
6 & 7
SUN. MAR. 8
MON. MAR. 9

915 H Street (by the Plaza)
Open daily at soow— Semmes at 4 p. me.

a

739 10th Street, Arcata

Just 100 paces from thet

eo

i
™

‘Deal in Town” \
Open 7-9 Daily

5000 Valley West Center

822-1181
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Backpacking

Research Teams
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Wildlife Species
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Who needs to drink to

have a great time?

Environments
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ij HUMBOLDT CHALLENGE! |
FREE
=
NO ALCOHOL DANCE
with

B Juniors earn more than $1900 during one ten-week
ke the men in this ad have. And also have some great
advantages like:
Earning $100 a month during the school year

summer session

@ You can take free civilian flying lessons
@ You're commissioned
upon graduation
Hfyou're looking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps
undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could
start off making more

E. Thomas

Blues Band

&
COMMOTION
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& Staff welcome
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3) Saturday, Merch 21 9:00 p.m. HSU East Gym
7
PLEASE, tennis shoes or socks ONLY.
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Sassenrath, NCUAQMDait pollution
pollu

control officer, said ant abatement decision is not easy to make if it is primarily based on a nuisance-type situation.

“it is a very

sion,”’ he

ment

.

activities

subjective type of deci“Most of our enforce-

are

more

objective,

where we go in and take some type of
measuremetits. It’s (usually) a nice

clean-cut, black-and-white solution.’’
Residents submitted a petition with
257 names of local residents who comm-

plained the boilers have caused a
nuisance during
the past year by emit-

ting smoke and

ash residue which has

during complain
in which the
resident’s complaints were first filed,
but believe L-P is currently meeting air
wie
rds.

damaged paint on cars, boats, houses
and other property.
Louisiana-Pacific burns
pulp and
is no question that there was
other wood by-products of the timber _ “There
a
problem
with the scrubbers falling
industry to heat the boilers which pro~
so
people
had a legitimate comduce
power for its mill operations.
plaint,’’
Stalker
said
after the hearing.
Kelly
Stalker, L-P corporate enSassenrath
said
tests
conducted by
vironmentalist, and Debby Lark, a
the
agericy
showed
L-P
to
be in comtechnical supervisor for L-P, explained
the company
experienced
both pliance with board standards during
mechanical
and technical problems the test period. He said during the

ing were salted soot frets
Gnokenacks

deposed o then On

Late night with Al Elpusan

Student government idealist works on advocacy ‘after hours’

fu,csege Ome

and Susynne McElrone
Features editor

Early to bed and early to rise .. . is
an adage Al Elpusan does not follow.
Many nights, at 2, 3 or 4 a.m., the
light in Nelson Hall East 111 is on, and
Led Zeppelin or Talking Heads songs
can be heard as the Associated

Students vice president spends ‘‘the
most productive hours of the day”’ studying government
issues, doing
schoolwork or writing.
Elpusan,
a political science
sophomore, decided to run for a student government position last year
after several talks with friend Adam
Shinn about the power and effect one
person can have over others. He

Judiciary exam questioned
judiciary’s adviser since 1978, said
the test is not usually administered
between the Associated Students
by
a member of the A.S.
and the student judiciary’s adviser,
“There
may have been some
William Daniel, resulted in the immisunderstanding
of miscomproper administering of the exam
munication,’’
he
said.
‘‘They don’t
each member of the judiciary is reget
a
test.
When
people
are apquired to pass.
'
pointed
they
come
to
me
and
I ad
The ween?
which was apminister
the
test
and
it
had
been
nted late and not confirmed until
done
that
way
in
the
past.
No
one
the first week of the spring
semester,
came
to
me
asking
to
take
the
took a test written and
administered
exam.’’
by A.S. Vice President Al Elpusan,
Daniel said he sent a copy of the
both violations of the A.S. Conexam
he would
give to
stitution.
judiciary
members
to
the
A.S.
It
The A.S. Constitution states,
consisted
of
two
essay
questions
‘‘Members must pass a written exconcerning the authority of the
amination on the constitution and
judiciaty
and its powers.
organization of the Association to
Elpusan’s
test consisted of 10
be administered by the faculty adshort
answer
questions on the
is
viser.’’ It does not state who
organization
of
the A.S. and the
responsible for writing the exam.
judiciary.
the
has been
Daniel, who
An apparent lack of communication

a
wanted

But

to oman
haniges,
to gain e
e.

and

he

cs and the study of political

science are mostly a vehicle for
Elpusan to get ‘‘an inside view, a struc-

tural view . . . Political science is a

way for me to understand ad
(because) man
lives within
system.’’

Elpusan

idealistic

said

to

be

his

outlook

confined

is

to

too

the

“I am not
going to be
be a sofiticten
p
“lan
ae tan
ih
the future). oi
bly be the one
coercing the
. Mya
are to write,”’ he said,
Elpusan, a journalism minor, wants

~ his writing to
He

is

“‘take an advocacy role.”’

influenced

by

writer

Camus, and his own experiences

attack). It happened.”’
Elpusan’

divorced

when ko nus deaes th aed aspen

Please
see AL page 9

particles.”

fe anased lt the

He said he became a
days later more soot covered
care of it.
“If you look at this stuf
“1 complained to L-P and absolutely

just having a problem and would tak

mt

the finish.

ena few
his
boat.
on a day-

nothing was done,”’ Becker sa id. to-day basis you will | see tha there is a
“They wouldn’t even return my phone considerable amount of fallout and the
upon the wind drift.”’
calls lad they denied what they were amount _
doing.’’
He said after visiting the plant and
told there was nothing
again —
aoe he filed a complaint with the

boar

“It’s a lot worse at night and it hap-

pens about

1700 (military

time) to 8

o’clock in the morning when they do
their shift changes and you can almost
eS

‘My first impression was

that someone had poured
motor oil all over my boat.
—Robert Kraus
Eureka
boat owner

Wednesday

8pm—

set a clock by it.’’
Becker described the soot as ‘‘little
black stringy things, as if they were
burning tires.’’ He said he had to wash
his car and boat each morning and
found it hard to clean the residue off.

March 4th |

Midnight!

Ralph Kraus, a boat owner at
Woodley Island marina, returned from

alibu Rum!
Malibu and hot
ee
chocolate
- Free malibu T— shirts!

a short vacation in August to find his
boat covered with residue.

“My
first impression was that
somebody had poured motor oil all
over my boat,’’ Kraus said. ‘‘I found

that what it actually was was a black

r

soot material containing a number of

(look for “over the hump” every
Wednesday)

be

onay

said

the

problem

soot away from his boat.

As evidence that a problem still ex-

ists, many residents brought photos of

thick, black smoke pouring out of the
smokestack and damage to their proy.
Pestaiker claims L-P has corrected the
problem.
‘‘We did the work that was needed
and we certainly hope that we have the
problem corrected, andif we don’t we
will be doing some more work.”’
Stalker also said a new drying

system, which will use furnace gases to

dry wet combustion materials, will be
in ee soon. This should further cut
emissions from the facility.
Louisiana-Pacific also sells excess
power to Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
Annual gross profits from the sale of
the excess power have been estimated
at $3-5 million.
Some

of the residents suggested

run its own operations.

The management

residents

continue

district suggested
gathering

may be needed as evidence.

To the most beautiful, intelligent
and

assertive woman in the world.
~The best!

Oh Susana no lloras mas por mil
Me voy para Eureka con un
Juitarra on my Knee!
Let's have breakfast and be
friends!
I love youl

See You Thursday
Arcata

Hombre

No one under 21
’

any

evidence of further air-quality
nuisances from the boilers. If L-P fails
to comply with the abatement order, °

Susanal!

Free Munchies!
6FT of Deli Sandwich!

at

the hearing that emissions could be sufficiently reduced if the company were
to produce only the power it needs to

MP
FEL
(Happy Birthday)

Thursday March 5th
8pm— Midnight
Watney’s!
Watney'’s Stout&Ale
$1.25
a bottle
Watney’s Draft
$.75 glass/
$3.75 pitcher

continued

through late October until the general
wind pattern changed and carried the

N

Night
!

865 9th St.
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He created the ideas in response to
reports written by scholars and

educators of the American Association
of Colleges, the National Institute c
Education. and,

most

recently,

t

ie F oundation.
“HSU
really
n place many of

-a

op

tams centered on in the
t there is room for improve-

men »*' Wartell said.

fically, one of the goals inclunleses a “freshman seminar’? for the
entire freshman class to participate in a
common experience.
“A common freshman experience
would create a bond. I think we lack
that type of common experience at
HSU,”’ Wartell said.
To accomplish the goal of a wider
cultural perspective, all students
should be required to take a world

Oo

by a
Soe of the University Curticahadl Com-

cultural civilization class, Wartell said.

mittee, Barry Dalsant, chairman of the

Other ideas include implementing
University
more
upper division written fe- — said.

Curticulum

Committee,

After the comimittee’s written report

quirements to develop a greater proficiency in the English language.

is finalized, it will be submitted to the

‘Finally, | hope that we can impart
an explicit awareness of the integrity of

{

a

Office of ‘academic
proval, Wartell said.
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for ap-

§TUDYINEUROPE
The Gonsaeae of rogrammes ae
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Leuven, SS tes the
offers

and Ph.D plus

fer yea abroad

Ale coursesDare in Englis

programme

Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks (+ $250)
Write to:

Secretary English P

rdinaal Mercierpiein 2, B-3000 Leuven, Belgium

_K.U. Leuven

gq

The Loft
Third Floor University Center

Monday through Friday 11:00-2:00

Daily Specials
Soups ® Soniener arnt Bar

|

Desserts

HSU Masic & cabin ‘ie Department Present

ee

A Mores

inthe Spectacle

eau

Neteih indi Cite
Unique in Humboldt County

Monday-Saturday ¢ Lunch

ones

'

jn the 1700's

DRESSING

Availableat: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka Ist St.

COOP, Ewreka Health Foods, The Toft Shop,
Murphy’ s Mke., Sunnybrae

1 1:30-5:00 © Dinner 3:00-8:00

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata ¢ araeee

ee
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ot
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in reference to the program cutbacks
wy
hall mentioned, Paydon

may have heard

a rumor

the ee was going to cancel
oan eee
wae rr

ucha change would

Eureka resident Orr Marshall
hich ated, Wallace’s dismissal
of
ina

wate "Neen Pov for comment on a
roposed schedule change, which

Soule be subject to a vote.

Baan one

‘‘He had concerns, but he didn’t
come to me or Dale (Bolton) and ask
us,’’ she said.
Wallace refused to talk to The
Lumberjack.
Both
Marshall and Paydon discussed
an ‘‘acceptance form’’ Wallace and the
other DJs were asked to sign.
Paydon said the form was necessary
because the station management often
had difficulty getting volunteer DJs to

pve of eter ‘humiliating
aia
eS
from

opinions the

ravi
A
to
jockeys expressed

"Marsal refered spec
specifically to the
five-minute
news proee Wallace’s weekday show.
earshall adn a phone interview

=
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tion staff did criticize

reuinaines they

Please
see KHSU page 10
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J NORTHTOWN BOOKS

650 Tenth © Arcata

© 822-4673
408 ‘F’ ¢ Eureka
e 445-3035

Photography
Books of Interest

The Hardrock

8 rie.n

Photojoumalisin/11,

$14.95. Newspaper and
Magazine pictures of the year.

e New. . . Index Shifting
e New. . .Shimano U-Brake
@ Full Chromoly Frameset

Photogrpahy:
A facet of
Modernism, $25. Photographs

from the San Francisco

Museum of Modern Art.

°375

AVanished World, by
Roman Vishianc,
$19.95. Photogiaphic history
of Polish Jews, 1936-1938.
, Josef Koudelka,

Complete

The Army treats their nurses
with respect. We appreciate the
tremendous time and dedication
you've devoted to your profession.
So when you join the Army,
you join us as a nurse, and as an
officer. You'll be commissioned
with the rank of Second Lieutenant in the US. A
i as a
you'll be seen mode
and
Asan Army } ra aoe
be an important member of the
Army Medical Team, working
with first-rate physicians, dieticians, physical therapists,
dentists, pharmacists, and other
professionals.
You'll be encouraged to further your professional growth,
both in gaining advanced
and through practical experience.
And
you'l be rewarded well
for your
. Good pay, travel,
and a liberal benefits package,
including uniform allowance, on-

Introductory
Price

$19.95. A documentary of
Gypsy life.
$19.95.
The

South of Richard Samuel

Roberts: 1920—1936.

Supreme instants: The

-—

a

$50. Catalog of the exhibit.

Blessed
by Light, $34.95.

Pt

Visions of the Colorado Plateau;

LIP S| I | wair connection
«the.

Quality
Photofinishing
Camera Repair
Vivitar Lenses

post housing or housing allow-

Gezeat Haircut

Affordable Pies

Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico,

and Utah.

,

057 H Arcata
822-2834

QUALITY
RECONDITIONED
BATTERIES ccsewaore cnenay

Electronic Flash

ance, and medical care, are all part
of ~~ an Army ae
Talk to an A
Cores! Recruiter to yoo
Saree
to qualify.

RESOURCES

and Tripods

® 12 Volt
® 6 Volt

CUTS INCLUDE SHAMPOO 6 STYLING

© Heavy Duty

822-5720

(916) 962-0234

© Heavy Equipment Batteries
® Light Duty

«RV

® Marine

12 Month Guarantee
$20-$24

Corner of 12th & G Streets, Arcata

with exchange

Walking Distance From HSU

Bloxham’s Shell

3 Bincks North of Arcata Plaza

Corner of G & 14th

622-0751
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onde drove through town, and when

they reached the street Elpusan
on, he told them to ‘‘floor it.’’

lived

The rush was ‘“‘exhilarating,”’’ he
said, when he let go of the car and put
Pe arms in front of him “‘like Super-

an,” almost flying

off the

car.
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in Concert
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The Sidelines Sports ~~
‘Open

Daily

M — F
4

2p.m.
11

On,

Wednesday, March 11

— 2 a.m.

am. =

Shows At 7 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Tickets $15 © Available at

Minigh

The Eagle House & The Works
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Live Stand Up Comedy
+ Thurs.
& Fri. Mar. 5 & 6
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a writing concern

DEN

PRO

P.O. Box 911

7

.

,

|

’

"a

COMPOSING,

Arcata, California
95521

Student price: Men $8 Women $10

EDITING

Appointments not always necessary
Ask for Joyce or Eraina

tj.

}

& CONSULTING

:

822-4954 office

||}CQ-ADE

March is

Risedanamhnanuaonsnal

National

Nutrition

Hormones

Also, Local Lamb

& Fresh Seafood!
“
Norwegian

Jarisberg

Co-op
eet
First StrFood

Fri. -

¢

rganic

mons...29».

>

Spinach......
Fresh, Tender
paragus..

;

$329 osu HIG
bb. re. 3.63

a

|

6th

- 3:30-5:30

Rice Is Nice!

33:

of nature's
Samoneple
Ib.
T"|| thw. - mar. 19th - 3:30-5:30
29
tb.§ || First Street Food Co-op
Y || Frt.- Mar. 20th - 3:30-5:30

Naturale

reakfast

Mar.

ee

__ Arcata Co-op
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Cheese
,

Thur. - Mar. Sth - 3:30-5:30
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¢ No Antibiotics
No

Wheatless Baking
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Allergy Alert!

:

Month!!!

bed

Juice

reg. 1.97 $1 68

Shaiy Maple").
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_|

Syrup

-~\
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89
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CAJUN & CREOLE COOKING
CALIFORNIA CUISINE
Hours:

Friday, Saturday & Sunday

5:00 to 9:30

(707) 668-4223
121 Veechany Road
P.O. Box

Blue Lake, CA 95525
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$700 to $1,500. Similar to
automotive catalytic converter

development programs, was one of the
early proponents
of an A.T. master’s —

FT
aieiitnn weinees tie wire
need for professionals
with a strong
A.T. background
to work in
development
projects in Third World
countries,
Political Science and A.T. Professor
Robert White said students’ intimate

involvement with the Campus Center

for Appropriate Technology, plus

faculty interest in A.T. make HSU a
natural for the master’s program.

systems, these stoves have a special
chamber which burns the smoke and

wood particles before
it goes up-the

White said such a program would
increase
HSU’s exposure in
international circles, which
he sees as
one of Humboldt’s long-term goals.
At this point, however, the program
is still in the early planning stages.
Input is being gathered from people
Se
worked out, the prospectus
can go
before the administration. _ f

Ee

chimney.
It is this particulate
matter, made up

of tiny particles of unburned wood,
woodstove emissions because it is

detrimental
to the lungs. Gases leaving

the stove are a mixure of carbon

dioxide, water vapor, oxygen and

nitrogen, with traces
of sulfur dioxide

and solid ash, These gases, along with

Kathy Nixon is the coordinator
of the Office af Consumer Action,
a new Associated Students-funded
—*
Her column appears
weekly.

Mexican

with Latin Keys

’

Food

Food For Here Or To Go

e¢ Sierra Nevada On Tap

prizes for the best
costume —
Starts at 1Oom
No cover charge

gz

gineering Professor Bob

-Gearheart,
who acts as a consultant on
many overseas technology
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stoves were sold last year alone.
Next year's catalytic-model
woodstoves
are expected to cost from

i

stores report more than 1,500 wood-

Continuing
the idea of filling a need in

z
;
E

Woodstoves
are an important source

ia4 Ht

of heat in Humboldt
County. Local

standards.

aE

About two years ago, the idea of a
master’s program in A.T. surfaced,

- fole of technology
in Western society.

iri

a need for a broader perspective
on the

required to meet the Environmental
Protection Agency’s clean air
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Wood stove regulation

¢ Meat Or Vegetarian
e Weekly Specials
854 9th St., Arcata * 822-344]
(under the blue awning between G & H

St.)
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Recital: “New Age" Pianist Liz
, 8 p.m.
Van Ouzer Theater. $9 9 general, $7 students

seniors.

oncert: Temburas, 4-6 p.m.,

Earl

oS
3s

ee3i73
ified

119.

&

Workshop,

@

120. Job Hunting Techniques
p.m., NHE

i

portunities — Industrial Arts, 3 >a

Thoma

: Mane One 7 p.m., Art 102. Free.
, @ new play by Dan
: Garden

Humiston, 8 p.m., the Pacific Art Center, 1251
Ninth St., Arcata. For more information call

822-0828.
Bible Study,

' noon, SLC Chambers, Nelson

a.m.
a

7:45 ,p.m.
Arcéta: The Nameof-the Rose
a

finer Sid and Maney, 7 and 8'B.m,.

SPORTS
’s Tennis: at UC Davis, 2 pum.

er:

Peace Corps Op,

4p.m., NHE

7

granola
for a
, | | Anyone who has gone for a job
| interview or out on an important
date
13

she deadine tor soptcetions fr the
i

For more information: Affir-

, Siemens 221.

knows how
clothes” are.

the “right
make
the good

impression,
help you fit in.

Cliques can be identified
by clothes.
Take a look at the Arcata Plaza
sometime
— it’s covered with young

adults dressed completely
in black. I
want to know who died.
The Humboldt
County “uniform”
(or so I’m told) consists of natural

fibers, tie-dye and flannel. Dress like '
this and you too can fit the “granola”
stereotype.

that

ee

Once you find yourself
in a
stereotype,
it’s awful hard to get out.
About a month ago, a “granola”
friend and I. decided to switch roles for
a party. She was to be a “jock,”

picture

1987-style
and exclaim
“Did I really
go out in public looking like that?”
Although she owns enough

Carl Zichella, a

alligator shirts to populate the
Sane. A.M.G admits she can
usually be found wearing a sweat
shirt with the sleeves ripped off or
a Marching Lumberjack T-shirt
and yakkie shorts.

former HSU

Journalism student, is director of
energy services and housing

at

Redwood Community Action Agency
in Eureka.

ve
Tooay th Visas
oF COD

$2.

ra

Los Angeles,
GO

GVaHaUn

CA 90025
‘Ve.

Student Discounts

MUSIC LESSONS
acid

e offer lessons
on most instruments
in most styles.
Lessons are available

in the store or by
referral to area
details.
ALSO.

UT)

= repaired
= built

1027 sireet arcata, 95521 622 6264

%

:

9206-SN.

stringed instruments
sokd

13-477-8226 o

Machine Shop Service
Parts for Domestic & 4X4’s
aaa
889 9th St.
| dette Marino's)

a

Specialize in Foreign Parts
Eureka

McKinleyville

tain

“Sin”

822—8433

instruments:

Violins, guitars,
banjos, band
instruments. Rent
to own, rentals start

at $7.00 a month.

Fr ir Gaiiet?
@ Men, women
& children

nian
Rental

‘*, er.

Hour Daily

Open 7 days a week,

till’ 11:30p.m. Fri. & Sat.

hairstyling
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Theater arts professor Gerald
the community, including

Beck in his role as Boris. Members of

@ minister
will take part.

Mothers, daughters strt

between mothers and daughters.

Hill interviewed women about their
memories, experiences and feelings in
relationships with their daughters and
mothers for material in the play. The
result is a production that vibrates with
emotional intensity.
The play centers on a group of
women
friends who discuss their
strongest

memories

of their

mothers

while washing clothes at the laundromat. A series of slides projected onto a circular window at the back of the

set helps illustrate each vignette.
The memories are often harsh and
painful. Jean, the laundromat manager
played by. Bonnie Bareilles, was
deserted by her mother at age 4. She
tries to hide her feelings toward her
mother
and denies her anger.
Miranda’s mother was mentally
unstable and consequently Miranda,
played by Leslie Ridgeway, shouldered
the responsibility of raising their family. As a result, she doesn’t want to be
encumbered by children of her own.
All the women struggle with their
trying to come to terms with
memories
them and with their own children.
Some of the memories are pleasant.
For instance, Grace recalls a time in
Florida when their neighborhood was
being evacuated during a hurricane and
her mother dragged her out in the
Ree ae

wn

Ad

eee

ee
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The songs that illustrate the episodes
range
from lullabyes to Charlestons.
Hill’s lyrics reflect the mood of the
memory bei
recalled. In ‘‘My
Phyllis
saan
peel
i st aaa’ y *phsili
Cc
schoo
Jones tone nts the fact that her mother
.
wouldn’t let her have a pet
Spencer
Karin
by
played
Renee
while
regrets not being allowed to learn to
- fly. “I finally got to meet an airhead in
a flying club,”’ she sings. ‘“He knocked
me up in a piper cub,
coop.’”’

then flew

the

the

musical

numbers,

rendition of ‘‘The

drums and Trauth on synthesizer

ma

Walker
as Brenda, and Kathie Gilgan-

at om How Love,” will be
a

erndale

Repertory

|

The tables are turned toward the end
of the play when the title of the song is
changed to ‘“‘Daughter Wouldn’t Let
Me,’”’ and Kate bemoans not being
allowed to dye her hair red like Rita
Hayworth.
far, the greatest emotional imin the final scene, when
comes
pact
who was abandoned
woman
the
Jean,
as a child, answers a knock on her door
to be confronted by her mother asking
to be admitted.
‘‘Nothing Less Than Love,”’ is a

a

Written and directed by Jane Hill of
the DellArte school of physical theater,
it is a musical about the relationships

in

which is fortunate. She is outnumbered
by sopranos seven-to-one,
Other good vocal performances are

PE GL

three.

distinctive

great!”’

lth

others stimulate deep emotions.
‘‘Nothing Less than Love,”’ does all

municate with a_ rebellious s
daughter. Burn’s alto voice is stron

TEE AP

Some
theater productions
only
entertain, some make you think, and

the guilt. She also must try to com-

storm to see all the excitement. ‘‘She
made things that would be scary kind
of fun,’’ she says. ‘“‘Like, wow! The
roof of our house just blew off. That’s

BP

By Cartle Sawyer

play that is painfully honest. The fact

that these are real incidents in the lives
of women who felt the pain of these
relationships is clear and disturbing.
For women in the audience, it
lead to some introspection.
One standout in the cast is Izora
Burns as Sally, a graphic artist with a
real Southern belle for a mother, who,
asa young girl gave up her daughter
for adoption
and now struggles with

es
er idel atta,
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seizure and slit his own throat.
‘*In the opera, Shuisky comes back
from the scene of the crime and the

Hannaford said.

.czar begs Shuisky to reassure him that
the boy is dead. Knowing it will strike
constantly
trying “to
Boris and I also know how

appear

former

myself.”’

According to

, the success of

has led to the

in

HSU

pr

students

on,

from other departments.

and

leaves

musician

along

wi

students
Duzer

label

of the company, to the extent that au-.
diences attend shows to hear ‘‘Win-

of
le who distinguished themselves
after hee left Motown.”’
dham Hill’ music and not the par- | Story describes the music she writes
as ‘‘somewhere between Cyndi Lauper
ticular musician.
and
Vladimir Horowitz.’ ‘‘New age’’
‘*It could have been anybody doing
is
the
term most used in conjunction
the show,”’ she said‘‘I never got credit
with
Story’s
music; however, she feels
for it, or very little. It was not,
labeling
music
serves the writer reviewsomething
they tried to do, it just
haping
the
music
and
ave more than
pened. Windham
Hill became sort of a
it
depicts
the
music.
generic term. Promoters used it, pro‘*It seems that the process of certain
nes a “Windham Hill’’ concert
kinds
of labeling applies either to
not who’s playing
the Windham Hill movements
or groups and is not really
show. I even
an interview where
a
function
of
what
the artist is doing. It
the person asked me ‘When did you
usually
comes
out
of the writer’s
start writing Windham Hill music?’ ”
perspective and not the musician’s,”’
‘‘Most artists move around
label to label,’’she continued,

that

problem

never

comes

however

from
‘‘and

up,

z

czar’s heart, he describes
detail.’’
the truth will never be
opera makes one wonder

whether Shuisky actually saw anything

To avvid the anonymity that
sometimes accompanies being on the
Windham Hill record label, Liz Story,
composer Ss:
has signed with
at RCA records.
‘the Novus la
Story, who will be performing in the
Van Duzer Theater Friday, has
become
Novus’ flagship artist for their line of
‘new age’’ music. In a telephone interview from Los Angeles, Story explained the move.
“Windham Hill gave me my career,
and I’ve oe
being on the label,’’
she said. ‘‘This is not a negative move
against them. It’s more a matter of
stretching my career out and being

i

The cast is not limited to students

and faculty from the music and theater
ents. Professor Robert
arts
eee! gee Be
=
of
Astrue

|

terror in the
the death in
Although
known, the

fi
f

of ‘‘Boris
production
The
Godunov’? will be a first for HSU and
for Northern California.
“It’s probably the first time this has
been performed anywhere in Northern
California, outside of San Fransisco,” -

:

a

dugés; jt

ze & Zz.

rE
tis o
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ss

bs

i

t Alexander
Russian playwri
story of Boris
kin researched
Godunov and wrote the story as a play
in the
19th century.

‘she said.
‘I’m not sure Bach was not calling

his music Baroque when he was writing

times

it... I don’t have a name for what I do
when I sit down and write music. I’m

their arsome of nts
of shme
accompli

not thinking, ‘What am I going to call
this?’ It’s hard enough to be writing.”

by the
tist’s being overshadowed

Story went on to say she felt labeling
her

music

‘‘new

age’ served

as

a

business
catego

marketing
device and
music made it easier for

people to

find it in music stores, but

she also felt it
negative effects.

could

“It depends

what

on

have

some

it means

to

somebody. There are some people that
name turns off, and that’s sad
use
they might not go to a concert because
of the term it’s called. Then
it
might attract somebody. My only real
desire is that

will come to the

show to hear the music and maybe say
‘] like this one, or that one.’ ”’
Story will be performing Friday, at 8
p.m. Tickets are $9 general, $7 .
students,

and

are

available

at

the

University Ticket Office, the New Out-

door Store in Arcata; and The Works
in Eureka.

Ask About
the Lumberjack’s
new

LARRY_J. KLEEFELD. D.C.
SPECIALIZINGIN
LOWER BACK DISORDERS

(707)

822-5188

604 H Street, Arcata 95521

Send a friend a messagein
Only
$2, forms

at

With nicknames you can get away with all sorts of stuff.
ee

‘

| Laserprinting
Service.

eResumés
eFlyers

Newsletters® §
é

———————

Keyboard your document yourself &
ona Macintosh computer or bring
it tous. Graphics, charts,
spellchecks, and many other
services are available.

Call 826-3259 for info

NCAA increases

eligibility standards
Because the whole division will be
affected by the change, Wood said the

By Chris Walker
Sports editor

Athletic

impact on recruiting will be a “‘very
small percentage.”
However, Dolby said it will be
tough
on Division II schools, which already
have to compete with larger Division
schools to attract top athletes.
‘*[ don’t think it’s going to affect us
in terms of our affiliation with our
conference because everybody’s going
to be operating under the same thing,’
Dolby said. ‘‘Now the primary competition is exactly the same as Division
I in terms of eligibility.
‘*We’re not going to be ableto get as

Association has passed a new eligibility
policy that may have a ‘major

—s

on Division II athletics.
new standard, approved by the
NCAA in January, raises Division II

eligibility requirements to the level currently faced by Division I schools, It
will, said HSU football coach Mike
Dolby, negatively affect recruiting for
Division II schools like Humboldt.
to have a major impact

many

negative impact.”’ |

policy, which will go into effect
Aug. 1, 1988, is based upon a predeter-

they’re not.’’

mined amount of core classes student
athletes must complete while in high
school,
:
Under the new guidelines, prospective athletes must have ‘‘successfully
completed (a) core curriculum of at

athletes
are going to be ‘‘hands

*to

Division Il recruiters. ‘“Your pool’s
definitely
to be narrowed,” said
aoe men’s
ketball coach Tom

‘‘Athletics are like any other extracurricular activity,’’ Lindemenn

said. ‘‘On one hand it has educational

value in itself. But it has to be taken as
secondary or subordinate to what's
" ppening academically in the instity-

tion,”’

Dolby said it may

me

ae sae

change.

be the athletes

ee By the eligibility
‘current

rules,

schools are allowed a certain number

of

admissions — students that

Continued on next page

3

favors the new standards.

q

standards to California State University schools are higher than the
minimums set by the NCAA. In the
CSU: system, GPA
standards are
directly correllated to SAT scores. At
Humboldt, for example, an SAT score.
Of 1,400
is required for
a GPA of 2.0.
With the new fang lars ona

**] think it’s important that the first.
consideration — always above sports
— is the academic integrity of the institution,’’ said Lindemenn,
who

Fe

point average (2.0) and SAT
wil remain the same. Admission

of the raise.

F

grade
(700)

At the NCAA’s January convention

in San Diego, delegates from 163 Division II schools approved the
policy
a 93-70 vote. Humboldt voted
in favor

g

to the 1987 NCAA Convention Program. Student athletes must meet
minimums of at least three years in
English and two
years each in
mathematics,
social
science and
—
science.
he current NCAA standards for

Chuck Lindemenn, HSU athletic
director, said standards were raised
because ‘‘(the Division | requirements)
were the minimum standards a student
was likely to succeed at.’’

8
g

least 11 academic courses,” according

really blue chip players as we

need to be able to get,”’ he said. “That
option’s gone. Either they’re eligible or

g

**It’s going

on the whole division,’ Dolby said.
‘Everybody is facing the same thing,
but it’s certainly going to have a

|
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Humboldt, 1-6, did not have any —

12. Dung Head
Bagel Lamos

¢

breaking the HSU record of 33-%.
She also took first place in long
jump with a 17-2% effort.
In the men’s division, SFSU
defeated Humboldt State with a
“score of 91-68.
Bill Lutjens took first in the hammer throw (121-4) and shot put
(44-9) and finished second in the
discus with a toss of 125-0, nine inches short of SFSU’s Dave Wetzel.

NCAA
® Continued
from page 19
are only one or two courses short in
‘ their

curriculum.

Players

that

are

‘‘borderline”’ in the classroom will now
face a much tougher time being ac_“*You get a lot of late bloomers in

high school that are very

capable but

years,” Dolbysaid”
Therefore, they
Division I standards.
°

don’t meet

said,

**

“We were able to find en

ore,

of

them that could survive quite easily in a
major university setting, but now these
guys aren’t going to be eligible.’’

“I’m very happy with how the
teams did,’’ said head coach Dave
Wells. ‘‘I was nore that the men’s
team could stay within 30 points and
the womem’s team within 20 points.
I’m

actually

surprised

with

A

the

scores.”’
“We look at this meet as a
developmental meet, a chance to improve,’’ Wells said.
Although Wells said he is looking
forward to a successful season, he .
said it is too early in the season to

°

1-1
1-1

3. Wantabees
4. Inebreates

1-2
1-2

7. Coprolites
8. Rots B

0-2
0-2

1-3

"THURS."

1.Argylo Sox

"TUES."
1. Bom's Bob's
2. Originals

3-0
3-1

3. Team Bondage
4. C-Street Aces

2-2
1-3

2. The Bob's
3. N.A. Atititude
4.
5.
6.
7.

§

Bias
y

Has

.

3-0

[ad

2-1

Hae

2-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2

Problems
Club Bushwood
Industrial Strength
Yakima
Draft Dodgers

0-3

On Sunday March 22 Center Activites presents Sub- 4/Short
Course Tiathion. This event is for both the beginnig Triathlete
and those just wishing a tune-up for the big one (Sub-4 TN) on
Apr.5. In this event participants swim 1/2 mile, bicycle 11
miles and run 3 miles. Divisions for this arelronman/woman,

over 35 male/female. Cost is $5 per entrant and an
additional $10 for a long sleeve commemorativeT-shirt.
Congratulations
to Brian Cushnie for being chosen this
of the basketball leagues that he participates in as well as

Dolby said

showing the officials respect.

“The courses you see on some of these
transcripts of JC kids that the athletic
department has let them take are just
horrible.
‘“‘They’re guys who have the ability,
advised
but they’re not being
s‘*Previou
.
in junior colleges,”’ he
a
to
going
of
ly, athletes had the choice
the
e
taken
JC or Division 11. Now we'v
Division I] option away.”’
ee

5. Who Cares
6. Cut & Burn

week's Budweiser intramural Sports person of the week.

“The thing that bothers me is many,
do a horrible job
many junior

ee

4-0
2-2

activities end Friday March 6 and resume on Monday March
.
16.

degree before they can be accepted to a
four-year school.
That currently isn’t the case with
junior college transfers at the Division
II level, he said.
Dolby said while community colleges
will benefit from an abundance of
potential athletes, the athletes
themselves will suffer from inadequate

»”

1-1

There are no Intramural activites during spring break.All

State and Stanislaus State in
Rohnert Park Saturday at 11 a.m.

- of counseling ai

3. Invertebrates

4. Pangalactic

S.instantReplay

predict the teams’ performance.
HSU will compete agaist Sonoma

academic counseling.

2-0

1. Wangerdogs
2. Heilthtyme

5. NY Knights

ad

2-0

1. Our Gang

2.

This Ad Sponsored
By
North Coast Mercantile

cr

33-feet-10%,

ed

0-3

"FRI."

=

jumped

1-3

0-3

hie

11. Sidelines

said his batters hit the ball ‘better than
usual.’’
The Corsairs host HSU again at 3
p.m. March 24 and at noon April 12.
Humboldt’s next game is scheduled for
March 14 at Menlo College.

=

Harper

1-3

10. Ya Babies

home run — CR coach Tom Giacomini

Harper’s record leads HSU
Lisa Harper
led. the HSU
women’s track and field team to a
76-62 victory over San Francisco
State University Saturday by breaking the school triple jump record.

9. The Spongers

|

Following Friday’s 11-hit barrage —
the Corsairs tallied five doubles and a

=<

on a base hit up the middle by Mark
Deperro.

ae

Blandino,

as

Tom

who missed Friday’s game, scored
HSU’s sole run after walking and stealing two bases to reach third. He scored

py

baseman

3-0 |
3-0
2-1
2-1)
1-2
1-2
0-3
0-3

-«

Second

3-0
3-0
3-0
3-1
2-1
2-2
1-2
1-2

"WEDS."
1. Blow Monkeys
. 2. Masers
3. Feroshus Roaches
4. Boog's Bob's
5. Squirmin Vermin
6. Catch the Wave
7. Hemlock Heritics
"n” Cream
8. Amaretto

F353

3 made two quick outs to end the inning.

contest.

"SUN."
1. Globetrotters
2. No Names
dsSox
3. RounRed
4. Free Agents
5. Shnibblers
6. Sportpacks
7. Go For it
8. Dwarves

gag

Aguirre as McNevin ran to third.
Center fielder Greg Switzer then shot a
nder to the third baseman. The infielder picked it up and threw to his
shortstop-covered bag, but McNevin
was running toward home.
Caught in a rundown, McNevin
knocked the ball out of the pitcher’s
glove at the plate and was called safe.
A triple to left-center field by
designated hitter Ed Chavalier scored
Switzer from second base. Chavalier
ae Seana one eine re Seen ve
to
7-4.
rcus McGeary’s double on the
next pitch was in vain as the Corsairs

sixth inning rallies at CR Saturday as
the 9-1 Corsairs ran away with a 9-1
rout. HSU committed 10 errors in the

ee

It was a
American to

considered eA
drive anything

22-foot, 10-miles-per-gallon }
we

lagh

but

of the highways. Today

at the wastefulness of

our forefathers’ automotive excesses. Such laughter is
premature,

however

e

Our homes and factories
consume energy in quantities as

Appropriate Technology,

excessive as those gluttonous

threatened with extinctionto
make way for a new parking —

Edselsof yesteryear. In fact, if
the United States was as energy

lot last year,is
sp
ring
a
conference Saturday that will

efficient as Europe, the $200
could
billion annual sa

=

Ce

ee

ene

ee

ee

a

ste

eae

can of but aie aay

pay off our national debt.

can
t
mint money
by altering their energy-Edsel

Don’t count on penny-wise
leaders in Washington, D.C.,
Sacramento and Eureka to take
tips from European countries
that long ago developed detail-

homes and factories.
Attend and learn to crack
— jokes all the way to the

ank.

‘Who gives a shit
about code violations and the constitution?
That. has nothing to do with the role of the
association.’

—Mark Murray —
University Center Board Chair

Mark Murray and Terri Carbaugh are right.
It appears now the illegal ap-

designed as a learning experience. Students are being
prepared for the real world.

pointment of the Student

Because it is a learning process,
mistakes can be expected.
Honest mistakes.
But how effective can an
education be if students are be-

Judiciary shouldn’t be the main
concern of students and staff at
HSU.
The appointments are just a
symptom of a sickening student
government that cares nothing

for its own rules and regulations,

It doesn’t even bother to ignore them or plead ignorance
anymore. It just violates them.
Student government at HSU
— like all other programs — is

ing taught to violate rules? This
is not an education, but blatant
disregard for the law.

Those responsible for this

fiasco should be judged harshly. The only problem is
without a legal Student
Judiciary there is no one to do
it.

Throttle the engineer
Student rights have been tied
to the tracks of the fastest express train ever seen at HSU.
HSU President Alistair McCrone rejected the established
rocedure of SLC review when
e forwarded recommendations

on the proposed $35 UC fee in-

crease to CSU chancellors -

without student or SLC input.
McCrone is running scared

because he’s aware a successful
petition drive will bring this
proposal to a student vote by

the end of March.
It
took
push
three

is democracy he fears. It
less than four weeks to
this proposal through
ruling bodies that claim

students need months to be

Oy ncn

really mean is

et it cs lee monoe

ths to convince students to

minds.
— change their

RS

Students should loudly pro-

test being railroadedby Mc-
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It’s too bad we can’t trade guilty
idents for innocent

claim
tle law

Boh

ciansare ade to be broken «

(eter, han out-of -mind en-

cha’

us a stirring

speech

fall of pekrioeim and pride Me'lt

After all the

:

he'll take full

again — for the

mers, wrestlers

k Attack,

ment, executive officers cont operations that are secret even
to other branches of government.
The Iran-Contra scandal is only
the latest e
on of this form
of fascism.
current administration has purposefully subverted the

and track team

members — of both sexes — have
distinguished themselves with their
efforts of late. The under-funded
rugby team, in particular, has _
ven mettle is more important than
money in reaching the top.
All season, the men’s basketball
team has kept us on the edge of
our seats, down to the end of their
double overtime one-point loss to
Hayward. Despite a season of ilIness and injury, their play has
been consistently inspired.
Whether they won or lost, all

i

;

:
z

3

=)

tired, old, forgetful

office within the next 12 months.
Whether
this is due to
physical
or
tical reasons, the
Gipper
is go"He primary reason for Reagan’s

new dimension of |

come into vogue. Within our

it’s nice to see diehard competitors
“
the banner of HSU.
rugby team, several swim-

one will want to

punish this
man

iti-

and funds

spent on football’s

speak of noble efforts to save

en

little

Champs at any price

Tonight, he'll awaken from his

coma to.give

.

democratic principles of the Con-

stitution since the beginning.
The idea of communinism has
also conspired to deteriorate these
nciples, but in a different way.
national fear of communist influences from external sources has
given our government cause to
trample the civil rights of U.S.
citizens and the human rights of
le abroad.

ink of poet Margaret Randall
who spoke here recently, for exam-

these athletes are champs. My

thanks,
to each and

every...

ple. The feds are trying to deport

of editorials or columns.’’

I dare you to print this!

rs. For the past four and a half I
ave eagerly awaited the latest issue of
The Lumberjack. I’ve counted on The
Lumberjack

to

stories on what was

provide

interesting

ng on cam-

. Since this semester
, the only
tem that has interested me is the ‘‘Far

Side.”’
I picked up the first issue of the
semester and was quite impressed by
the cover.

10 I was so

;

he time I reached

| flipped straight

Lisa Foster
Senior, business administration
Editor's note: Since December, only two SLC
representatives have subinitted letters to The
Lumberjack.
One was printed and the other was
returned to allow the author to correct numerous
fact errors that were potentially libelous. The /atter author was told the corrected letter
printed, but it was never resubmitted.

would be’

the only

time

I read

The

of me in the Depot.
I am really disappointed
The
Lumberjack
is being used (and
students’ money funds The Lumberjack) as a vehicle for someone’s personal vendetta against a member of the
A.S. (Hey, everyone gets turned down
for dates,
guy!)
i
from the last page of
thee
letters are.

Carbaugh warned

students’ vision of an elected official.
unethical
attempt to get the

student body she
their opinion of
ministration.
The obscuring

to change
and her ad-

is

simple

to

through if you understand why
woe
As explained
in

see
it is
last

Ww nesday’s Lumberjack, an article
was
printed about the attempt to recall
Terri
as president. Since this ‘‘recall
drive’’ began, Terri has done a masterful job of deceiving the students about
the job she has done. We should be
asking ourselves why she is starting her
new moves now (mid-second semester).
She’s been

in o

for more than a

fee increas¢ and the opinion of those
involved not to
the vote on to the
time that her position mattered. Now a petition drive has
‘orced the UC increase
to be voted on

1 witnessed
her

cairn

for an

wien

Se

Now

Lumberjack is if it is on a table in front

Don’t allow the truth to be muddled.
Let’s stand for what’s real, not for
good advertisements.
Barry Osser
Senior, molecular biology

It has come to my attention that a
move has begun to obscure the

slightly

written).

dent body needs a president who will
work for us and not a master of deceit.

Carbaugh questioned
That official is President Terri CarOath and the move is a rather cute,

Recall vote? Constitution voted
down? (Really?) Paradigm problems?
Why don’t
you give the other
side a
chance
to speak? I haven’t
seen any letters printed from Ms. Carbaugh nor
any other Associated
Students
representative stating their side of the
story (and I know many have been

library hours. The issue is already being decided without this petition.
It’s a beautiful job of free public
relations and image repair but this stu-

We,

the undersigned,

wrong
for
officials
Associated Students to

feel it is
of the
willfull

violate the A.S. Constitution, whic

is the embodiment of the collective
will of the students at Humboldt

State University.
We feel it is wrong for A.S. President Carbaugh

to break the rules of

the Associated Students and then,
while
tting those violations
during
a debate on KHSU radio,
shouting ‘‘who cares?”’

This letter is to inform
her that we

care. This letter is meant to show

mitted by corrupt government officials
against the weak peoples of
the world.

Most importantly, we must
recognize that our government has
become extremely powerful and
that now is the time to pull of the

reins. Let’s clean the stains from

the Constitution and re-envision a

social government for, by and of
the people.
I suggest the first move of this
new revolution should be to kick
Ferdinand Marcos’ butt out of the
Hawaiian Islands. Until he
.
we leave the green lady in
York harbor dishonored.

Clarifying malaprop
Editor:
I would like to extend my apprecia-

tion of Rob Casebolt’s well-written article about Delta Sigma Phi in the Dec.
3 issue of The Lumberjack.
I am concerned, however, that my
less-than-complete command of the
English language has led to a terribly
wrong impression roc
Delta
Sigma Phi’s attitude toward drug use.
The quote ‘‘(T)he fraternity ‘deemphasizes’ drugs’? implies we are
tolerant of drug use. This is the exact
ite of what I meant to say.
he relevant part of our
by-laws

states: ‘‘The use or possession of illegal
substances is not permitted. Members
in violation will be placed on immediate suspension and the matter
referred to the A.C.B. for expulsion
hearings. Non-members in violation on
fraternity property or at any fraternity
function
will be immediately
removed.’’
I apologize for my poor word
choice and hope that this can be set
straight, either through a follow-up article or the printing of ees
Delta Kappa president
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Dudes, 15 parties, 15 hangovers,
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—v.D. 3/4

taking

15
the

To my wonderful friends: Thanks for such

afun 21st birthday! —Maureen 3/4

A novel idea...Being able to actually
remember how much fun you had at a
party. A novel. party...The Humboldt

nonsense.

3/4

snd21st. isha— Chartle
tho Humtckd
Chaloage, Hatch
Brown. 3/4
Mang— By the tofu bull

‘
Se

Challenge, 3/4

Opinion
— she would have to struggle all
year just to learn the political
equivalent of wiping her presidential
nose and tying her A.S. shoes.
incompetence. If there was one
campaign promise Carbaugh should
have been able to accomplish, it was
the simple one of printing a
brochure showing ways students can
combat racism and sexism in HSU’s
curriculum.
The project was so easy that there
was no reason why it shouldn’t have
been completed by last September.
Yet five months later, Carbaugh’s
pet project remains undone. She
may blame that on others, but even

voracious supporters have criticized
her disorganization and inability to
work with people.
Machiavellianism. It was common
knowledge last spring that Carbaugh had promised to re-appoint
ition of
Mark Murray to the
outgoing
e
h
t
if
ative
represent
CSSA
A.S. president managed her cam-

paign.

Instead, she fired Murray so she
could appoint herself to the CSSA

— and lost for a few critical months
the support of someone who could
have helped her avoid making too
many beginner's mistakes.
Dozens of mistakes later, Carbaugh chose to do an end-run
around the constitution by not
allowing Ethan Marcus to be appointed as vice president after Vic
Monroe resigned. She knew _ the
chief weakness of the SLC was a virtually all-rookie council. She knew
Marcus had four times as much student government experience as
everyone on the council combined.
But she refused to work with him,
saying she ‘‘felt sick’? when she was
in the same room
as the former SLC
chair and University Center board
member.
:
We should not be surprised by
Carbaugh’s lack of. fitness to be
president. Murray admitted he asked Carbaugh to run because, as a
good-looking woman, she would
have an automatic advantage over
Murray-rival Leo DeFazio. Thus thé
Cheesecake Queen was born.
Petty vendettas could not spark
the first-ever recall of an A.S. president. Carbaugh’s ‘‘let them eat
cheesecake’ attitude did.
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